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First-ever Global Entrepreneurship Week to Boost
Entrepreneurship in Every Corner of the World
Insight joins millions of people across the globe in celebration

Elkhart, IN (Nov. 17, 2008) – Insight Strategic Concepts Inc.® has joined hundreds of
partners from across the greater Northern Indiana region and the globe to celebrate the
first-ever Global Entrepreneurship Week, Nov. 17 – 23, 2008.
The goal of the Week is to inspire young people everywhere to embrace innovation,
imagination and creativity. More than 75 countries are carrying the banner of the Week,
including Australia, Brazil, China, France, India, Mexico, Nigeria, Russia, South Africa
and the United States.
Insight Strategic Concepts, a strategic growth firm located in Elkhart, IN, plans to honor
recipients of Insight’s Entrepreneur of the Year awards at the monthly Evenings at
Insight event that will be held on November 20 at 5:30 pm. The awards were initially
announced at the Elkhart County Chamber of Commerce Business Expo on November
6. These awards honor innovation and growth achieved by entrepreneurships in the
Elkhart County and Northern Indiana regional area.
ACC Climate Control (President Dave Sanders) received the “Entrepreneurship of
the Year Award.” The criteria for this award included an entrepreneurial business that
has inspired learning and innovation, consistently hired employees to accommodate
their growth, and innovated new technologies to achieve higher levels of efficiency.
According to the nominator, Darren Goodwin of Schultz Insurance, ACC Climate
Controls meets and exceeds these evaluation criteria and drives the company forward
by finding new areas of growth and risk taking. The ACC team has embraced cuttingedge technology to enable innovation and spur strategic growth. While other companies
follow the status quo, ACC heavily invests in R&D, which has enabled the company to
avoid layoffs and hire 14 more people, even in a down market. Additionally, ACC also
achieved ISO/IEC 17025 accreditation in a stunningly brief period of 6 months.
Jeremy Clarke, President of Vortex Web Solutions, received the “Top
Entrepreneur Under 30 Award.” This award honored an entrepreneur under the age of
30 who has demonstrated the greatest potential for innovation, originality, creativity, and
leadership abilities in their business achievements and Mr. Clarke, age 22 and senior at

Rose-Hulman Institute of Technology, certainly fit these criteria. Mr. Clarke had early
inspiration for Vortex by starting websites during high school. These early attempts
garnered clients and has expanded rapidly since that time. Vortex has developed
websites such as Sharperresults.com and Indydining.com and continues to expand
based on word of mouth advertising; all of Vortex’s clients are from referrals. Mr. Clarke
hopes to grow Vortex’s client base to 50 top markets (indydining.com) and looks to
expand to the larger Michiana area in the coming year. He is working with statewide
educators to expand Shaperresults.com, an ISTEP assistance program.
Vortex Web Solutions' Top Entrepreneurship of the Year Under 30 Award is in
collaboration with the Global Entrepreneurship Week developed by the Kauffman
Foundation. Insight is opening the eyes of teens and young adults to the unlimited
possibilities of ways to create value for society through entrepreneurship, including
creating their own business, developing a new product, or implementing a creative
solution to a local problem.
Global Entrepreneurship Week’s Activities
Founded by the Ewing Marion Kauffman Foundation in the United States and Make Your
Mark in the United Kingdom, the Week is a combination and expansion of two
successful initiatives—the debut of EntrepreneurshipWeek USA in 2007 and the
inspiration behind it, Enterprise Week in the UK, which was kicked off in 2004 by nowPrime Minister Brown.
“The Week is open to all those who are willing to embrace it,” said Carl Schramm,
president and CEO of the Kauffman Foundation. “Our goal is to encourage young
people across the globe to start thinking about innovation and how their ideas can take
them anywhere.”
The activities planned, whether online or face-to-face, are limited only by the
imaginations of the partners and participants. The Week will feature two signature global
activities. Unleash It! will be an online community that allows entrepreneurs to post
challenges and link them to enterprising problem-solvers. Speednetwork the Globe will
offer face-to-face networking sessions around the world that enable young people to
sharpen their networking skills and talk with local entrepreneurs and leaders.
“This is an opportunity for us to engage the next generation of business leaders in our
community,” said Shelley Moore, President of Insight Strategic Concepts Inc. ® “While
the economic scene is bleak, it is the innovations of the younger generation that will be
the future of our regional and national growth. Entrepreneurialism is the backbone of our
country. We all need to do what we can to support young entrepreneurs.”
Young people want to be self-reliant and see their ideas become a reality. According to a
recent Harris Poll survey, funded by the Kauffman Foundation, 63 percent of the 8- to
21-year-olds agreed that, if they work hard, they have the ability to successfully start
their own business.
Through this initiative, the next generation of entrepreneurs will emerge—even in places
where that dream has always seemed out of reach.
“The roster of participating countries and partner organizations continues to grow,
including many countries with severe economic challenges, “said Schramm. “This

suggests a worldwide understanding of the value of entrepreneurship and gives young
people in every corner of the world opportunity to unleash their ideas.”
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About Global Entrepreneurship Week / USA
With the goal to inspire young people to embrace innovation, imagination and creativity, Global
Entrepreneurship Week /USA will encourage youth to think big, to turn their ideas into reality, and
to make their mark. From November 17-23, 2008, millions of young people around the world will
join a growing movement to generate new ideas and to seek better ways of doing things.
Thousands of activities are being planned in more than 70 countries around the world. Global
Entrepreneurship Week / USA is: sponsored nationally by the Kauffman Foundation and the
Acton Foundation for Entrepreneurial Excellence; founded globally by the Ewing Marion
Kauffman Foundation and the Make Your Mark campaign; sponsored globally by NYSE Euronext,
IBM and Ernst & Young; and, supported by JA Worldwide, Endeavor, Entrepreneurs’
Organization, DECA, YPO-WPO, and National Foundation for Teaching Entrepreneurship. To
view a complete list of participating countries or to learn more, visit www.unleashingideas.org.
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